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The Kite Runner
In the nineteenth century, a tiny community from the
deserts of Rajasthan spread out to every corner of
India. The Marwaris controlled much of the country’s
inland trade by the time of the First World War. They
then turned their hand to industry and, by the 1970s,
owned most of India’s private industrial assets. Today,
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Marwari businessmen account for a quarter of the
Indian names on the Forbes billionaires list.// What
makes the Marwaris so successful? Is it their
indomitable enterprise, or their incredible appetite for
risk? In this new book, Thomas Timberg shows how
the Marwaris rely on a centuries-old system for
conserving and growing capital which has stood them
in good stead, alongside a strong sense of business
ethics which has earned them respect.// Family
businesses in general and the Marwaris in particular
might have a vital role to play in shaping India’s
economic future.

Love You Forever
A riveting account of love and desireIndia is the only
civilization to elevate kama-desire and pleasure-to a
goal of life. Kama is both cosmic and human energy,
which animates life and holds it in place. Gurcharan
Das weaves a compelling narrative soaked in
philosophical, historical and literary ideas in the third
volume of his trilogy on life's goals: India Unbound
was the first, on artha, 'material well-being'; and The
Difficulty of Being Good was the second, on dharma,
'moral well-being'. Here, in his magnificent prose, he
examines how to cherish desire in order to live a rich,
flourishing life, arguing that if dharma is a duty to
another, kama is a duty to oneself. It sheds new light
on love, marriage, family, adultery and jealousy as it
wrestles with questions such as these: How to nurture
desire without harming others or oneself? Are the
erotic and the ascetic two aspects of our same human
nature? What is the relationship between romantic
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love and bhakti, the love of god?

Larins Sahib
In this award-winning novel, Tharoor has masterfully
recast the two-thousand-year-old epic, The
Mahabharata, with fictional but highly recognizable
events and characters from twentieth-century Indian
politics. Nothing is sacred in this deliciously
irreverent, witty, and deeply intelligent retelling of
modern Indian history and the ancient Indian epic The
Mahabharata. Alternately outrageous and instructive,
hilarious and moving, it is a dazzling tapestry of prose
and verse that satirically, but also poignantly,
chronicles the struggle for Indian freedom and
independence.

India Grows at Night
Caravans tells the fascinating story of countless
Punjabi Khatri merchants who built great business
empires through their ingenuity and spirit of
adventure. Operating during the sixteenth through
the nineteenth centuries, these merchants risked
everything and travelled across Afghanistan, Central
Asia, Iran and Russia. They used sophisticated
techniques to convert a modest amount of
merchandise into vast portfolios for trade and
moneylending ventures. Caravans challenges the
belief that the rising tide of European trade in the
Indian Ocean usurped the overland ‘Silk Road’ trade,
and demonstrates how thousands of Punjabis created
a booming market in Central Asia at precisely this
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historical moment.

The Elephant Paradigm
The free-market, limited government development
model has been an ecological and social disaster for
the developing world. Sustainable and equitable
development is only possible with the active
involvement of a strong central state that can guide
the economy, protect the environment, and prioritize
meeting their people's basic needs. In this sure to be
controversial book, Chandran Nair shows that the
market-dominated model followed by the
industrialized west is simply not scalable. The United
States alone, with less than five percent of the world's
population, consumes nearly a quarter of its
resources. If countries in Asia, where 60% of the
world's population lives, try to follow the Western
lead, the results will be calamitous. . Instead, Nair
argues that development must be directed by a state
that is willing and able to intervene in the economy .
Corporations, which by design demand everexpanding consumption, need to be directed towards
meeting societal needs or otherwise restrained, not
unleashed. Development has to be oriented towards
the greatest good—clean drinking water for the many
has to take precedence over swimming pools for the
few. He provides three compelling case studies
demonstrating the benefits of such strong state
governance and the findings of weak state
governance. This will mean rethinking the meaning of
concepts like “prosperity,” “freedom,” and “rights,”
and whether democracy is always the best way to
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ensure responsive government—as Nair writes, “A
democracy that cannot work to improve the life of its
citizens is not better than a non-democracy that can
actually improve quality of life.” Many people will find
these to be challenging ideas, but what Nair offers is
a model suited to the realities of the developing
world, not the assumptions of the dominant culture.

A Midsummer-night's Dream
Three Plays
Kama
Bestselling author Sherman Alexie tells the story of
Junior, a budding cartoonist growing up on the
Spokane Indian Reservation. Determined to take his
future into his own hands, Junior leaves his troubled
school on the rez to attend an all-white farm town
high school where the only other Indian is the school
mascot. Heartbreaking, funny, and beautifully written,
The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian, which
is based on the author's own experiences, coupled
with poignant drawings by Ellen Forney that reflect
the character's art, chronicles the contemporary
adolescence of one Native American boy as he
attempts to break away from the life he was destined
to live. With a forward by Markus Zusak, interviews
with Sherman Alexie and Ellen Forney, and four-color
interior art throughout, this edition is perfect for fans
and collectors alike.
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The Night Diary
Beasts Made of Night
India's is a tale of private success and public failure.
Prosperity is, indeed, spreading across the country
even as governance failure pervades public life. But
how could a nation become one of the world's fastestgrowing economies when it's governed by a weak,
ineffective state? And wouldn't it be wonderful if India
also grew during the day - in other words, if public
policy supported private enterprise? What India
needs, Gurcharan Das argues, is a strong liberal state.

The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time
Indian
India Unbound is the riveting story of a nation’s rise
from poverty to prosperity and the clash of ideas that
occurred along the way. Gurcharan Das examines the
highs and lows of independent India through the
prism of history, his own experiences and those of
numerous others he has met—from young people in
sleepy UP villages to chiefs of software companies in
Bangalore. Defining and exploring the new mindset of
the nation, India Unbound is the perfect introduction
to contemporary India.

Caravans
This majestic novel by the author of India Unbound is
the extraordinary chronicle, rich in passion and
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incident, of a Punjabi family that is uprooted from its
settled existence in Lyallpur by the violence of
Partition and forced to flee to India. Everything is lost
in the transition, but when a son is born into the
family, hopes revive of rebuilding the family's
fortunes, the efforts towards which mirror those of
India itself as it struggles to build itself anew.

Fingersmith
“Oliver Twist with a twist…Waters spins an absorbing
tale that withholds as much as it discloses. A
pulsating story.”—The New York Times Book Review
The Handmaiden, a film adaptation of Fingersmith,
directed by Park Chan-wook and starring Kim Tae-Ri,
is now available. Sue Trinder is an orphan, left as an
infant in the care of Mrs. Sucksby, a "baby farmer,"
who raised her with unusual tenderness, as if Sue
were her own. Mrs. Sucksby’s household, with its
fussy babies calmed with doses of gin, also hosts a
transient family of petty thieves—fingersmiths—for
whom this house in the heart of a mean London slum
is home. One day, the most beloved thief of all
arrives—Gentleman, an elegant con man, who carries
with him an enticing proposition for Sue: If she wins a
position as the maid to Maud Lilly, a naïve
gentlewoman, and aids Gentleman in her seduction,
then they will all share in Maud’s vast inheritance.
Once the inheritance is secured, Maud will be
disposed of—passed off as mad, and made to live out
the rest of her days in a lunatic asylum. With dreams
of paying back the kindness of her adopted family,
Sue agrees to the plan. Once in, however, Sue begins
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to pity her helpless mark and care for Maud Lilly in
unexpected waysBut no one and nothing is as it
seems in this Dickensian novel of thrills and reversals.

The Book of Common Prayer, and
Administration of the Sacraments,
Together with the Psalter
"A deeply moving, funny, and brilliantly written
account from one of India’s most original new voices."
—Katherine Boo Like Dave Eggers’s Zeitoun and
Alexander Masters’s Stuart, this is a tour de force of
narrative reportage. Mohammed Ashraf studied
biology, became a butcher, a tailor, and an
electrician’s apprentice; now he is a homeless day
laborer in the heart of old Delhi. How did he end up
this way? In an astonishing debut, Aman Sethi brings
him and his indelible group of friends to life through
their adventures and misfortunes in the Old Delhi
Railway Station, the harrowing wards of a tuberculosis
hospital, an illegal bar made of cardboard and
plywood, and into Beggars Court and back onto the
streets. In a time of global economic strain, this is an
unforgettable evocation of persistence in the face of
poverty in one of the world’s largest cities. Sethi
recounts Ashraf’s surprising life story with wit, candor,
and verve, and A Free Man becomes a moving story
of the many ways a man can be free.

One Part Woman
Until Friday Night
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The Elephant Paradigm: India Wrestles With Change
Is, Quite Simply, About An Ancient
Civilization&Rsquo;S Reawakening To The
Spirit&Mdash;And Potential&Mdash;Of Its Youth.
Following Up On The Success Of India Unbound,
Which Took Up The Process Of India&Rsquo;S
Transformation In The 1990S From A Closed To An
Open Economy, The Elephant Paradigm Ranges Over
A Vast Area&Mdash;Covering Subjects As Varied As
Panchayati Raj, National Competitiveness, And The
Sacred And Philosophical Concerns Of The Average
Indian Consequent To India&Rsquo;S Entry Into What
The Author Calls The &Lsquo;Age Of
Liberation&Rsquo;. While India May Never Roar Ahead
Like The Asian Tigers, Das Argues, It Will Advance
Like A Wise Elephant, Moving Steadily And Surely,
Pausing Occasionally To Reflect On Its Past And To
Enjoy The Journey. Gurcharan Das Employs The Essay
Form To Sew Together Varied Facets Of This
Remarkable Transition. Divided Into Three Sections,
The Book First Establishes A Context For The Changes
That Have Occurred, And Then Assesses How We
Have Changed&Mdash;Or Not Changed&Mdash;In Our
Public And Private Lives. As He Sweeps Over The
Major Political, Social And Economic Developments,
He Does Not Forget To Examine The Individual Beliefs
And Aspirations That Underpin The Process. Crisp,
Insightful And Witty, These Essays Capture Both The
Disappointments And The Joys That Resulted From
The &Rsquo;90S Revolution And Serve As An Essential
Guide To The New India. &Nbsp;

The Curious Incident of the Dog in the
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Night-Time
A timely call to reshape government through
technology, from Nandan Nilekani and Viral Shah, two
leading experts in the field. For many aspects of how
our countries are run - from social security and fair
elections to communication, infrastructure and the
rule of law - technology can play an increasingly
positive, revolutionary role. In India, for example,
where many underprivileged citizens are invisible to
the state, a unique national identity system is being
implemented for the first time, which will help
strengthen social security. And throughout the world,
technology is essential in the transition to clean
energy. This book, based on the authors' collective
experiences working with government, argues that
technology can reshape our lives, in both the
developing and developed world, and shows how this
can be achieved. Praise for Nandan Nilekani: 'A
pioneer . . . one of India's most celebrated technology
entrepreneurs' Financial Times 'There is a bracing
optimism about Nilekani's analysis . . . which can only
be welcome in this age of doom and gloom' Telegraph
'The Bill Gates of Bangalore . . . Nilekani achieves an
impressive breadth' Time Nandan Nilekani is a
software entrepreneur, Co-founder of Infosys
Technologies, and the head of the Government of
India's Technology Committee. He was named one of
the '100 Most Influential People in the World' by TIME
magazine and Forbes' 'Business Leader of the Year',
and he is a member of the World Economic Forum
Board. Viral B. Shah is a software expert who has
created various systems for governments and
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businesses worldwide.

The Sustainable State
A family relocates to a small house on Ash Tree Lane
and discovers that the inside of their new home
seems to be without boundaries

Behind the Beautiful Forevers
Shy twelve-year-old Nisha, forced to flee her home
with her Hindu family during the 1947 partition of
India, tries to find her voice and make sense of the
world falling apart around her by writing to her
deceased Muslim mother in the pages of her diary.

The Gift of the Magi
Indians wryly admit that 'India grows at night'. But
that is only half the saying, the full expression is:
'India grows at night when the government sleeps',
suggesting that the nation may be rising despite the
state. India's is a tale of private success and public
failure. Prosperity is, indeed, spreading across the
country even as governance failure pervades public
life. But how could a nation become one of the world's
fastest-growing economies when it's governed by a
weak, ineffective state? And wouldn't it be wonderful
if India also grew during the day-in other words, if
public policy supported private enterprise? What India
needs, Gurcharan Das says, is a strong liberal state.
Such a state would have the authority to take quick,
decisive action, it would have the rule of law to
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ensure those actions are legitimate and finally, it
would be accountable to the people. But achieving
this will not be easy, says Das, because India has
historically had a weak state and a strong society.
About the Author Gurcharan Das is a well known
author, commentator and public intellectual. He is the
author of the much acclaimed The Difficulty of Being
Good, and the international bestseller India Unbound,
which has been translated into many languages and
filmed by the BBC. His other works include the novel,
A Fine Family, a book of essays, The Elephant
Paradigm, and an anthology, Three Plays, consisting
of Larins Sahib, Mira and 9 Jakhoo Hill. Gurcharan Das
writes a regular column for a number of Indian
newspapers including the Times of India and
occasional guest columns for Newsweek, Wall Street
Journal and Foreign Affairs. Gurcharan Das graduated
from Harvard University and was CEO of Procter and
Gamble India before he took early retirement to
become a full time writer. He lives in Delhi.

A Free Man: A True Story of Life and
Death in Delhi
Reimagining India brings together leading thinkers
from around the world to explore the challenges and
opportunities faced by one of the most important and
least understood nations on earth. India’s abundance
of life—vibrant, chaotic, and tumultuous—has long
been its foremost asset. The nation’s rising economy
and burgeoning middle class have earned India a
place alongside China as one of the world’s two
indispensable emerging markets. At the same time,
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India’s tech-savvy entrepreneurs and rapidly
globalizing firms are upending key sectors of the
world economy. But what is India’s true potential?
And what can be done to unlock it? McKinsey &
Company has pulled in wisdom from many
corners—social and cultural as well as economic and
political—to launch a feisty debate about the future of
Asia’s “other superpower.” Reimagining India features
an all-star cast of contributors, including CNN’s
Fareed Zakaria; Mukesh Ambani, CEO of India’s
largest private conglomerate; Microsoft founder Bill
Gates; Google chairman Eric Schmidt; Harvard
Business School dean Nitin Nohria; award-winning
authors Suketu Mehta (Maximum City), Edward Luce
(In Spite of the Gods), and Patrick French (India: A
Portrait); Nandan Nilekani, Infosys cofounder and
chairman of the Unique Identification Authority of
India; and a host of other leading executives,
entrepreneurs, economists, foreign policy experts,
journalists, historians, and cultural luminaries. These
essays explore topics like the strengths and
weaknesses of India’s political system, growth
prospects for India’s economy, the competitiveness of
Indian firms, India’s rising international profile, and
the rapid evolution of India’s culture. Over the next
decade India has the opportunity to show the rest of
the developing world how open, democratic societies
can achieve high growth and shared prosperity.
Contributors offer creative strategies for seizing that
opportunity. But they also offer a frank assessment of
the risks that India’s social and political fractures will
instead thwart progress, condemning hundreds of
millions of people to enduring poverty. Reimagining
India is a critical resource for readers seeking to
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understand how this vast and vital nation is
changing—and how it promises to change the world
around us.

The Great Indian Novel
Over 21 million copies sold worldwide

Mark Z. Danielewski's House of Leaves
In this brilliant, breathtaking book by Pulitzer Prize
winner Katherine Boo, a bewildering age of global
change and inequality is made human through the
dramatic story of families striving toward a better life
in Annawadi, a makeshift settlement in the shadow of
luxury hotels near the Mumbai airport. As India starts
to prosper, the residents of Annawadi are electric with
hope. Abdul, an enterprising teenager, sees “a
fortune beyond counting” in the recyclable garbage
that richer people throw away. Meanwhile Asha, a
woman of formidable ambition, has identified a
shadier route to the middle class. With a little luck,
her beautiful daughter, Annawadi’s “most-everything
girl,” might become its first female college graduate.
And even the poorest children, like the young thief
Kalu, feel themselves inching closer to their dreams.
But then Abdul is falsely accused in a shocking
tragedy; terror and global recession rock the city; and
suppressed tensions over religion, caste, sex, power,
and economic envy turn brutal. With intelligence,
humor, and deep insight into what connects people to
one another in an era of tumultuous change, Behind
the Beautiful Forevers, based on years of
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uncompromising reporting, carries the reader
headlong into one of the twenty-first century’s hidden
worlds—and into the hearts of families impossible to
forget. Winner of the National Book Award | The
PEN/John Kenneth Galbraith Award | The Los Angeles
Times Book Prize | The American Academy of Arts and
Letters Award | The New York Public Library’s Helen
Bernstein Book Award NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New York Times • The
Washington Post • O: The Oprah Magazine • USA
Today • New York • The Miami Herald • San Francisco
Chronicle • Newsday NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New Yorker • People •
Entertainment Weekly • The Wall Street Journal • The
Boston Globe • The Economist • Financial Times •
Newsweek/The Daily Beast • Foreign Policy • The
Seattle Times • The Nation • St. Louis Post-Dispatch •
The Denver Post • Minneapolis Star Tribune • Salon •
The Plain Dealer • The Week • Kansas City Star •
Slate • Time Out New York • Publishers Weekly NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “A book of extraordinary
intelligence [and] humanity . . . beyond
groundbreaking.”—Junot Díaz, The New York Times
Book Review “Reported like Watergate, written like
Great Expectations, and handily the best international
nonfiction in years.”—New York “This book is both a
tour de force of social justice reportage and a literary
masterpiece.”—Judges’ Citation for the PEN/John
Kenneth Galbraith Award “[A] landmark book.”—The
Wall Street Journal “A triumph of a book.”—Amartya
Sen “There are books that change the way you feel
and see; this is one of them.”—Adrian Nicole LeBlanc
“[A] stunning piece of narrative nonfiction . . .
[Katherine] Boo’s prose is electric.”—O: The Oprah
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Magazine “Inspiring, and irresistible . . . Boo’s
extraordinary achievement is twofold. She shows us
how people in the most desperate circumstances can
find the resilience to hang on to their humanity. Just
as important, she makes us care.”—People

Dark Nights of the Soul
A #1 New York Times bestseller and the first novel in
a brand-new series—from bestselling author Abbi
Glines—about a small Southern town filled with cute
boys in pickup trucks, Friday night football games,
and crazy parties that stir up some major drama. To
everyone who knows him, West Ashby has always
been that guy: the cocky, popular, way-too-handsomefor-his-own-good football god who led Lawton High to
the state championships. But while West may be Big
Man on Campus on the outside, on the inside he’s
battling the grief that comes with watching his father
slowly die of cancer. Two years ago, Maggie
Carleton’s life fell apart when her father murdered her
mother. And after she told the police what happened,
she stopped speaking and hasn’t spoken since. Even
the move to Lawton, Alabama, couldn’t draw Maggie
back out. So she stayed quiet, keeping her sorrow and
her fractured heart hidden away. As West’s pain
becomes too much to handle, he knows he needs to
talk to someone about his father—so in the dark
shadows of a post-game party, he opens up to the
one girl who he knows won’t tell anyone else. West
expected that talking about his dad would bring some
relief, or at least a flood of emotions he couldn’t
control. But he never expected the quiet new girl to
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reply, to reveal a pain even deeper than his own—or
for them to form a connection so strong that he
couldn’t ever let her go…

The Secret Garden
Full of magic and appealing characters, this classic
novel takes readers on a remarkable adventure. It's
Omri's birthday, but all he gets from his best friend,
Patrick, is a little plastic Indian toy. Trying to hide his
disappointment, Omri puts the Indian in a metal
cupboard and locks the door with a mysterious
skeleton key that once belonged to his greatgrandmother. Little does Omri know that by turning
the key, he will transform his ordinary plastic Indian
into a real live man from an altogether different time
and place! Omri and the tiny warrior called Little Bear
could hardly be more different, yet soon the two forge
a very special friendship. Will Omri be able to keep
Little Bear without anyone finding out and taking his
precious Indian from him?

India Grows At Night
"The beginning of a great saga" —NPR.org "This
compelling Nigerian-influenced fantasy has a
wonderfully unique premise and lush, brilliant
worldbuilding that will consume you until the last
page."—Buzzfeed "Unforgettable in its darkness,
inequality, and magic." —VOYA, Starred Review "A
paean to an emerging black legend."—Kirkus
Reviews, Starred Review Black Panther meets Nnedi
Okorafor's Akata Witch in Beasts Made of Night, the
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first book in an epic fantasy duology. In the walled
city of Kos, corrupt mages can magically call forth sin
from a sinner in the form of sin-beasts—lethal
creatures spawned from feelings of guilt. Taj is the
most talented of the aki, young sin-eaters indentured
by the mages to slay the sin-beasts. But Taj’s
livelihood comes at a terrible cost. When he kills a sinbeast, a tattoo of the beast appears on his skin while
the guilt of committing the sin appears on his mind.
Most aki are driven mad by the process, but Taj is
cocky and desperate to provide for his family. When
Taj is called to eat a sin of a member of the royal
family, he’s suddenly thrust into the center of a dark
conspiracy to destroy Kos. Now Taj must fight to save
the princess that he loves—and his own life. Debut
author Tochi Onyebuchi delivers an unforgettable
series opener that powerfully explores the true
meaning of justice and guilt. Packed with dark magic
and thrilling action, Beasts Made of Night is a gritty
Nigerian-influenced fantasy perfect for fans of Paolo
Bacigalupi and Nnedi Okorafor. iBooks Most
Anticipated YA Books of the Fall io9’s All the Science
Fiction and Fantasy Books to Keep On Your Radar This
Fall BuzzFeed’s 22 YA Novels You’ll Want To Read
From Cover To Cover This Fall A 2017 BookExpo Buzz
Book A Junior Library Guild Selection

India Grows at Night
Indians wryly admit that ‘India grows at night’. But
that is only half the saying, the full expression is:
‘India grows at night when the government sleeps’,
suggesting that the nation may be rising despite the
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state. India’s is a tale of private success and public
failure. Prosperity is, indeed, spreading across the
country even as governance failure pervades public
life. But how could a nation become one of the world’s
fastest-growing economies when it’s governed by a
weak, ineffective state? And wouldn’t it be wonderful
if India also grew during the day—in other words, if
public policy supported private enterprise? What India
needs, Gurcharan Das says, is a strong liberal state.
Such a state would have the authority to take quick,
decisive action, it would have the rule of law to
ensure those actions are legitimate and finally, it
would be accountable to the people. But achieving
this will not be easy, says Das, because India has
historically had a weak state and a strong society.
About the Author Gurcharan Das is a well known
author, commentator and public intellectual. He is the
author of the much acclaimed The Difficulty of Being
Good, and the international bestseller India Unbound,
which has been translated into many languages and
filmed by the BBC. His other works include the novel,
A Fine Family, a book of essays, The Elephant
Paradigm, and an anthology, Three Plays, consisting
of Larins Sahib, Mira and 9 Jakhoo Hill. Gurcharan Das
writes a regular column for a number of Indian
newspapers including the Times of India and
occasional guest columns for Newsweek, Wall Street
Journal and Foreign Affairs. Gurcharan Das graduated
from Harvard University and was CEO of Procter and
Gamble India before he took early retirement to
become a full time writer. He lives in Delhi.

The Marwaris
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Goras and Desis
Indians wryly admit that ‘India grows at night’. But
that is only half the saying, the full expression is:
‘India grows at night when the government sleeps’,
suggesting that the nation may be rising despite the
state. India’s is a tale of private success and public
failure. Prosperity is, indeed, spreading across the
country even as governance failure pervades public
life. But how could a nation become one of the world’s
fastest-growing economies when it’s governed by a
weak, ineffective state? And wouldn’t it be wonderful
if India also grew during the day—in other words, if
public policy supported private enterprise? What India
needs, Gurcharan Das says, is a strong liberal state.
Such a state would have the authority to take quick,
decisive action, it would have the rule of law to
ensure those actions are legitimate and finally, it
would be accountable to the people. But achieving
this will not be easy, says Das, because India has
historically had a weak state and a strong society.
About the Author Gurcharan Das is a well known
author, commentator and public intellectual. He is the
author of the much acclaimed The Difficulty of Being
Good, and the international bestseller India Unbound,
which has been translated into many languages and
filmed by the BBC. His other works include the novel,
A Fine Family, a book of essays, The Elephant
Paradigm, and an anthology, Three Plays, consisting
of Larins Sahib, Mira and 9 Jakhoo Hill. Gurcharan Das
writes a regular column for a number of Indian
newspapers including the Times of India and
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occasional guest columns for Newsweek, Wall Street
Journal and Foreign Affairs. Gurcharan Das graduated
from Harvard University and was CEO of Procter and
Gamble India before he took early retirement to
become a full time writer. He lives in Delhi.

Transforming India
When Sonia's father loses his job and she must
change schools, she experiences culture shock as she
tries to navigate the social scene, and after her father
is diagnosed with depression, she finds herself
becoming more confused about herself and her
family.

The Indian in the Cupboard
The Gift of the Magi is a treasured short story written
by O. Henry. A young and very much in love couple
can barely afford their one-room apartment, let alone
the extra expense of getting Christmas presents for
one another. But each is determined to show their
love for the other in this traditional time of giving;
each sells a thing they hold most dear in order to
afford a present, with poignant and touching results
that capture their love for one another.

The Whole Story of Half a Girl
‘An insightful view on the origin and evolution of
Indian corporates’ – N.R. Narayana Murthy The story
of corporate India is linked to managing agencies, an
organizational form dominant in the subcontinent
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from 1875 until its abolition in 1970 that allowed
entrepreneurs to promote diverse companies while
exercising disproportionate control over cash flows.
This is the definitive economic history of Indian
companies through the lens of managing agencies,
whether controlled by goras or desis. ‘An informed
analysis of the ways of Indian business’ – Sanjaya
Baru ‘A fascinating history of the precursors of
corporate India’ – K.V. Kamath ‘A very timely
perspective and a delightful read’ – Ashok S. Ganguly

Rebooting India
Explains how to use times of challenge,
disappointment, illness, and dissatisfaction as an
opportunity to explore the soul's deepest needs in
order to provide healing and a new understanding of
the meaning of life.

A Fine Family
«Таинственный сад» – любимая классика для
читателей всех возрастов, жемчужина творчества
Фрэнсис Ходжсон Бернетт, роман о заново
открытой радости жизни и магии силы. Мэри
Леннокс, жестокое и испорченное дитя высшего
света, потеряв родителей в Индии, возвращается
в Англию, на воспитание к дяде-затворнику в его
поместье. Однако дядя находится в постоянных
отъездах, и Мэри начинает исследовать округу, в
ходе чего делает много открытий, в том числе
находит удивительный маленький сад,
огороженный стеной, вход в который почему-то
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запрещен. Отыскав ключ и потайную дверцу,
девочка попадает внутрь. Но чьи тайны хранит
этот загадочный садик? И нужно ли знать то, что
находится под запретом?.. Впрочем, это не
единственный секрет в поместье

The Difficulty of Being Good
A bestselling modern classic—both poignant and
funny—about a boy with autism who sets out to solve
the murder of a neighbor's dog and discovers
unexpected truths about himself and the world.
Nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by
PBS’s The Great American Read Christopher John
Francis Boone knows all the countries of the world
and their capitals and every prime number up to
7,057. He relates well to animals but has no
understanding of human emotions. He cannot stand
to be touched. And he detests the color yellow. This
improbable story of Christopher's quest to investigate
the suspicious death of a neighborhood dog makes for
one of the most captivating, unusual, and widely
heralded novels in recent years.

A Bend in the River
A nation of 1.25 billion, India is the world's most
diverse democracy. Drawing on his extensive
fieldwork and experience of Indian politics, Sumantra
Bose tells the story of democracy's evolution in India
since the 1950s and describes the challenges it faces
today: from poverty and inequality to Maoist
revolutionaries and Kashmir secessionists.
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Sounder
As her son grows up from little boy to adult man, a
mother secretly rocks him each night as he sleeps.

India Grows At Night
In the "brilliant novel" (The New York Times) V.S.
Naipaul takes us deeply into the life of one man — an
Indian who, uprooted by the bloody tides of Third
World history, has come to live in an isolated town at
the bend of a great river in a newly independent
African nation. Naipaul gives us the most convincing
and disturbing vision yet of what happens in a place
caught between the dangerously alluring modern
world and its own tenacious past and traditions.

India Unbound
Why should we be good? How should we be good?
And how might we more deeply understand the moral
and ethical failings--splashed across today's
headlines--that have not only destroyed individual
lives but caused widespread calamity as well, bringing
communities, nations, and indeed the global economy
to the brink of collapse? In The Difficulty of Being
Good, Gurcharan Das seeks answers to these
questions in an unlikely source: the 2,000 year-old
Sanskrit epic, Mahabharata. A sprawling, witty, ironic,
and delightful poem, the Mahabharata is obsessed
with the elusive notion of dharma--in essence, doing
the right thing. When a hero does something wrong in
a Greek epic, he wastes little time on self-reflection;
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when a hero falters in the Mahabharata, the action
stops and everyone weighs in with a different and
often contradictory take on dharma. Each major
character in the epic embodies a significant moral
failing or virtue, and their struggles mirror with
uncanny precision our own familiar emotions of
anxiety, courage, despair, remorse, envy,
compassion, vengefulness, and duty. Das explores
the Mahabharata from many perspectives and
compares the successes and failures of the poem's
characters to those of contemporary individuals,
many of them highly visible players in the world of
economics, business, and politics. In every case, he
finds striking parallels that carry lessons for everyone
faced with ethical and moral dilemmas in today's
complex world. Written with the flair and seemingly
effortless erudition that have made Gurcharan Das a
bestselling author around the world--and enlivened by
Das's forthright discussion of his own personal search
for a more meaningful life--The Difficulty of Being
Good shines the light of an ancient poem on the most
challenging moral ambiguities of modern life.

Reimagining India
This powerful Newbery-winning classic tells the story
of the great coon dog Sounder and his family. An
African American boy and his family rarely have
enough to eat. Each night, the boy's father takes their
dog, Sounder, out to look for food. The man grows
more desperate by the day. When food suddenly
appears on the table one morning, it seems like a
blessing. But the sheriff and his deputies are not far
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behind. The ever-loyal Sounder remains determined
to help the family he loves as hard times bear down.
This classic novel shows the courage, love, and faith
that bind a family together despite the racism and
inhumanity they face in the nineteenth-century deep
South. Readers who enjoy timeless dog stories such
as Old Yeller and Where the Red Fern Grows will find
much to love in Sounder, even as they read through
tears at times.
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